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Our study shows the rapid expansion of the
parasite population concurrent with the emer-
gence of agricultural societies in humans, and
speciation in the African mosquito vectors.
However, the TMRCA estimates (9) for
South American and Asian populations,
which showed very little growth, were simi-
lar to if slightly more recent than the TMRCA
for the worldwide population (Table 1). All
three populations appear to be older than the
African expansion event. This suggests that
the parasite migrated from Africa before the
recent expansion, perhaps during the Pleisto-
cene expansion in humans, which was fol-
lowed by migration out of Africa 40,000 to
130,000 years ago (24–27).
Our data provide a detailed picture of
mtDNA diversity and genealogical relation-
ships for a worldwide sample of P. falcipa-
rum, made possible by the lack of recombi-
nation in the parasite mtDNA. We show that
the parasite mtDNA is more diverse than
previously believed (5), and we provide
strong evidence for a recent and rapid popu-
lation expansion in Africa followed by mi-
gration to other regions in agreement with
recent predictions (1, 2). However, our data
reject the claim that the parasite originated
6000 years ago, based on evidence that the
world and some of the regional populations
appear to be much older. In contrast, because
exponential growth predicts much faster
growth in the recent than the distant past, it is
possible that the worldwide population re-
mained relatively small for a considerable
amount of time, even as it spread to other
regions. The genetic consequences of expo-
nential growth can be seen clearly in the
position of the vast majority of mutations
near the tips of the gene tree (Fig. 3A).
Interestingly, the 10 most recent mutations
are from Africa, suggesting further that this
population is growing faster than the others.
Figure 3B summarizes our model of the evo-
lutionary history of the P. falciparum parasite
with the caveat that the mtDNA is a single
locus and, therefore, represents only one ob-
servation of the parasite evolutionary history.
Finally, our data show that historical changes
in the hosts—both migration and changes in
population size—have had a major impact on
parasite demography.
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Chromosomal Speciation and
Molecular Divergence—Accelerated
Evolution in Rearranged Chromosomes
Arcadi Navarro1* and Nick H. Barton2
Humans and their closest evolutionary relatives, the chimpanzees, differ in
1.24% of their genomic DNA sequences. The fraction of these changes ac-
cumulated during the speciation processes that have separated the two lineages
may be of special relevance in understanding the basis of their differences. We
analyzed human and chimpanzee sequence data to search for the patterns of
divergence and polymorphism predicted by a theoretical model of speciation.
According to the model, positively selected changes should accumulate in
chromosomes that present fixed structural differences, such as inversions,
between the two species. Protein evolution was more than 2.2 times faster in
chromosomes that had undergone structural rearrangements compared with
colinear chromosomes. Also, nucleotide variability is slightly lower in re-
arranged chromosomes. These patterns of divergence and polymorphism may
be, at least in part, the molecular footprint of speciation events in the human
and chimpanzee lineages.
If speciation processes have left any molec-
ular footprints, detecting them could not only
shed light on speciation processes along the
human lineage, but also would help to iden-
tify the specific genomic regions responsible
for the separation of humans and other pri-
mates and bring us closer to identifying the
genetic differences that may underlie the
morphological, behavioral, and cognitive dif-
ferences between us. The role of chromosom-
al rearrangements in speciation is particularly
well supported by several lines of evidence
(1–6). Classical models of chromosomal spe-
ciation state that, because heterozygous indi-
viduals are partly sterile (i.e., underdomi-
nant), chromosomal changes act as genetic
barriers to gene flow between populations
fixed for different arrangements (1, 3) and,
thus, facilitate reproductive isolation. How-
ever, these models are burdened by a paradox
that renders them weak and unconvincing (2):
If underdominance were strong, it would be
very unlikely that new rearrangements could
get established. On the other hand, if under-
dominance were weak enough for fixation to
be likely, chromosomal rearrangements
would be very poor barriers to gene flow and,
thus, unlikely to contribute to speciation. Re-
cently, a new class of models has been pro-
posed that suggest that chromosomal changes
are strong genetic barriers because they re-
duce recombination in heterokaryotypes and
not because of underdominance (3, 4, 6, 7).
Such strong barriers would facilitate diver-
gence in the rearranged region during the
time when the diverging populations are in
parapatry, i.e., have limited gene flow. Their
effects would be especially pronounced if
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divergence is through the accumulation of
incompatible alleles, as proposed by Bateson,
Dobzhansky, and Muller (8). The spread of
new favorable alleles through a species will
be delayed if they are linked to chromosomal
differences that are already established within
that species. This gives different alleles time
to spread through the rest of the species
range; if these different alleles are incompat-
ible with each other, then they will be trapped
at the chromosomal barrier and will strength-
en reproductive isolation. In contrast, favor-
able alleles that are not impeded by the bar-
rier will spread quickly through the whole
species, making parapatric divergence less
likely. The accumulation of incompatibilities
facilitated by chromosomal differences gen-
erates genetic barriers of growing strength
that, eventually, produce complete reproduc-
tive isolation and, therefore, speciation (fig.
S1). This accumulation of positively selected
alleles in chromosomes presenting rearrange-
ments underlies the key prediction of this and
similar models of chromosomal speciation
(3): that the molecular signature of positive
selection should be stronger across chromo-
somes carrying rearrangements than in colin-
ear chromosomes (7).
Within-population polymorphism for re-
arrangements has rarely been described in
mammals. However, parapatric coexistence
of different arrangements is common (1) and,
in particular, has been described in Pongo (9)
and other primates (10). Human and chim-
panzee karyotypes are highly homologous,
but some major chromosomal changes differ-
entiating the two species can be detected in
banded metaphase chromosomes. Human
chromosomes 1, 4, 5, 9, 12, 15, 16, 17, and 18
are separated from their chimpanzee’s ho-
mologs by pericentric inversions, and human
chromosome 2 is the result of the tandem
fusion of two acrocentric chromosomes com-
mon to the rest of great apes (11, 12). If one
or more of these rearrangements were poly-
morphic while human and chimpanzee lin-
eages were diverging, or during the succes-
sive speciation events that led to modern
humans and chimpanzees, and if speciation
took place along the lines proposed in the
model, we might be able to detect the molec-
ular signature of positive selection on rear-
ranged chromosomes. Previous work on the
X-4 fusion in Drosophila americana provides
evidence that selectively favorable variants
can accumulate on rearranged chromosomal
segments in a natural population (13).
The rate of protein evolution of a gene can
be used to uncover the footprints of past
positive selection (14). It is measured as the
rate of nonsynonymous nucleotide substitu-
tion per nonsynonymous site (KA) relative to
the underlying neutral mutation rate, which is
given by the rate of synonymous substitution
per synonymous site (KS). Amino acid chang-
es are usually deleterious because of the ac-
tion of purifying selection (15) and, thus, KA
 KS. However, if positive selection is
strong enough, KA may increase and even
exceed KS. Therefore, KA/KS ratios larger
than 1 suggest positive selection.
We gathered human-chimpanzee diver-
gence measures for the coding regions of 115
annotated, autosomal genes (16). We calcu-
lated KS and KA values for these genes by the
method of Li (17) implemented in the pro-
gram DAMBE (18). The cytological position
in the human genome of every gene was
ascertained by means of OMIM and Map-
Viewer. Chromosomes were classified as re-
arranged or colinear, in correspondence to the
presence or absence of chromosomal rear-
rangements (11, 12).
The KS and KA values of the 115 genes
are listed in table S1. Both the average KS
(1.53%) and KA (0.76%) were in the range
of previous measures of coding sequence
divergence (19). They were somewhat high
because this data set was compiled to ex-
amine KA/KS ratios and, thus, genes with
no divergence had to be excluded. The
average KA/KS ratio was 0.61. This figure
is based on 108 genes only, because seven
genes with a KS value of 0% were excluded
because they had a KA/KS ratio of infinity,
which also precluded their use in most of
our analysis. The full data set, however,
was used in a simple test. We built a con-
tingency table by classifying genes accord-
ing to two categories: their cytological po-
sition (with genes mapping in rearranged
and in colinear chromosomes falling in dif-
ferent classes) and the value of their KA/KS
ratio (with different classes for genes with
KA/KS 1 and genes with KA/KS  1).
Genes with KA/KS  1 tended to cluster in
rearranged chromosomes [Table 1, all
genes (top) G test, P  0.0024]. This pat-
tern was also visible when only the 108
genes with KS  0% were considered [Ta-
ble 1 (bottom), G test, P  0.0043].
The distribution of KA/KS ratios in re-
arranged and colinear chromosomes is
shown in Fig. 1. The average ratio for
rearranged chromosomes was 0.84, more
than twice the average ratio of colinear
chromosomes (KA/KS  0.37). These two
ratios are significantly different, as detect-
ed by both Mann-Whitney’s U test (one-
tailed P  0.008) and a permutation test
(P  0.0005, for which the difference in
average KA/KS between rearranged and co-
linear chromosomes was used as the mea-
sured statistic). Genes in rearranged chro-
mosomes can be further classified accord-
ing to their position. Genes mapping within
a chromosomal rearrangement or in the
same chromosomal region (20) were clas-
sified as “close” to chromosomal changes.
Genes mapping in different chromosomal
regions were classified as “far” from chro-
mosomal changes. The average KA/KS ratio
was 0.68 for genes far from chromosomal
Table 1. Contingency tests. For all genes, G  11.223, P  0.0024. (Genes with KS  0% are considered





>1 20 6 26
<1 39 50 89
Total 59 56 115
Genes with KS  0
>1 15 4 19
<1 39 50 89
Total 54 54 108 Fig. 1. Distribution of KA/KS ratios in colinear
and rearranged chromosomes.
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changes and 0.91 for genes close to them.
This trend was not significant (P  0.23 in
a permutation test), but it certainly is in the
direction expected under the model of chro-
mosomal speciation discussed here.
If lower gene flow in rearranged chromo-
somes triggered the process that produced
higher KA/KS ratios in rearranged chromo-
somes, then this lower gene flow might also
have resulted in higher neutral divergence in
these chromosomes (21). In our sample, the
average KS value of genes in rearranged chro-
mosomes was 1.60% (1.67% in colinear) if
only the genes for which KA/KS ratios were
available were included in the analysis. When
all genes were included, average KS became
1.46% in rearranged and 1.61% in colinear
chromosomes. Neither of these differences is
significant, and their standard errors are
large. Moreover, as explained above, we
gathered this data set to measure KA/KS ratios
and not the absolute level of divergence. To
be able to perform tests on the level of
neutral divergence, we used two other di-
vergence data sets (22–24 ). In both data
sets, the values of K, the number of nucle-
otide substitutions per 100 sites, are higher
for rearranged than for colinear chromo-
somes (1.40% versus 1.15% in the data
from (22) and 1.25% versus 1.23% in the
data from (23). Although differences are
only significant for the first data set (P 
0.001 in a permutation test), the measures are
indeed in the expected direction if gene flow
had been lower in rearranged chromosomes.
Neutral divergence is not randomly dis-
tributed in the genome. It has been shown that
genomic regions with more CpG sites expe-
rienced higher rates of divergence between
humans and chimpanzees (23); that linked
genes have similar KA and KS values in hu-
man-rodent comparisons (25); that genes are
frequently associated with CpG-rich islands
(26); that proteins of linked genes have sim-
ilar KA/KS ratios (27, 28); and that different
chromosomes have different protein evolu-
tion rates (25). Evidence for this clustering of
the rates of protein evolution is also found in
our data. We built a list of all possible pairs of
genes within a chromosome. The cytological
(in number of subbands) and physical (in Mb)
distances between each pair of genes were
measured and, in turn, correlated with their
KA/KS ratios. The ratios tended to be more
similar for closer pairs of genes (Spearman
Rank-Correlation: 0.252, P  0.01 for cyto-
logical distances and 0.204, P  0.01 for
physical distances). Because comparing all
possible pairs of genes artificially inflates
sample size (25), a permutation test was per-
formed on the value of Spearman Rank-
correlation, randomly shuffling the positions
of genes. The test is significant (P  0.001)
for both cytological and physical distances.
The same tests were performed separately for
rearranged and colinear chromosomes. For
both physical and cytological distance, clus-
tering turns out to be significant for colinear
chromosomes (P  0.002 and P  0.005),
but it is only marginally significant for rear-
ranged chromosomes (P  0.096 and P 
0.074). To assess the effect of clustering in
our primary result of higher KA/KS ratios in
rearranged chromosomes, we performed two
further permutation tests. The tests were as
described above, except that instead of ran-
domly shuffling individual genes between re-
arranged and colinear chromosomes, we
shuffled blocks of genes. In the first test, we
used blocks defined by genomic regions and
by chromosomal bands in the second. In both
cases, the probability of obtaining a differ-
ence in KA/KS ratios between rearranged and
colinear chromosomes as big as in our data is
P  0.001. Therefore, we can conclude that
differences between rearranged and colinear
chromosomes are not explained by clustering
of KA/KS values.
Even though differential KA/KS values
are not explained by clustering of evolu-
tionary rates of proteins, they may be af-
fected by genomic variables such as levels
or mutation or recombination. GC content
has been shown to correlate positively with
the levels of synonymous substitution in
the mammalian genome (22, 28, 29), and
the amount of GC at fourfold redundant
sites (GC4) correlates negatively with KA/
KS values in mouse-rat comparisons (27 ).
Thus, the higher K values found in the two
divergence data sets analyzed here (22, 23)
could be due to more GC. Analysis of these
data sets shows that, far from being higher,
the amount of GC is actually lower in
rearranged than in colinear chromosomes
[47.80% versus 47.96% for (22) and
36.50% versus 40.17% for (23)]. Therefore,
the tendency of rearranged chromosomes to
have higher neutral divergence values can-
not be explained by their having more GC.
Furthermore, the analysis of the amount of
GC4 in the set of 115 genes that we used to
ascertain KA/KS ratios (30) shows that there
are no significant differences between the
two chromosomal classes. However, the
amount of GC4 is slightly lower in genes
mapping in rearranged chromosomes (56%
versus 62%). Even though these differences
are not significant, it is plausible that the
KA/KS ratio in rearranged chromosomes
may be inflated by the lower amount of
GC4. To make sure that the significance of
our primary result is not affected by a
covariation in GC4 content, we performed a
permutation test in which the genomic dis-
tribution of GC4 was kept constant between
permutations. Following the method in
(25), we divided our data set in classes of
similar GC4 content, with each class con-
taining 10% of the full data set. Then, we
swapped only genes within classes. The test
shows that, even when we controlled for
GC4 content, genes in rearranged chromo-
somes have significantly higher KA/KS ra-
tios (P  0.0076). Finally, the amount of
GC4 is thought to correlate with recombi-
nation rates in mice (31), and rates of pro-
tein evolution might reflect, in part, the
local strength of purifying selection, which
depends on recombination rates (27 ). To
check whether rearranged and colinear
chromosomes have different recombination
rates, we used the high-resolution recombi-
nation map of the human genome in (32).
The average value of centimorgans per
megabase is 1.10 in rearranged and 1.17 in
colinear chromosomes. Differences are not
significant. Therefore, we can conclude
that differential levels of mutation and re-
combination do not explain the differential
KA/KS ratios between rearranged and colin-
ear chromosomes.
If speciation involved the differential
accumulation of incompatible favorable al-
leles in chromosomes with rearrangements,
then the selective sweeps produced by the
fixation of such alleles should have de-
creased neutral polymorphism in these
chromosomes (14 ). This effect should be
detectable if the fixation of favorable al-
leles were recent. In the human-chimpan-
zee case, we expect the effect to be very
weak, if present at all, because the original
separation of the two lineages occurred be-
tween 6 or 7 million years ago and because,
although the dates of successive speciation
events along the two lineages are unclear,
they are certainly not recent (33, 34 ), and
variability is likely to have recovered. Also,
recent demographic events might have
erased the signature of any ancient selec-
tive sweeps (35). Nevertheless, an analysis
of the data set in (36 ) shows that variability
is lower in rearranged chromosomes (37 ).
As can be seen in Table 2, haplotype het-
erozygosity is weakly, but significantly,
lower in rearranged chromosomes (P 
0.014, Mann-Whitney’s U test) and all the
other measures, including Tajima’s D, are
in the expected direction if old sweeps did
determine higher KA/KS ratios in rear-
ranged chromosomes. These trends are
compelling but not conclusive, as evidence






Tajima’s D –0.99 –0.96
*P  0.014, Mann-Whitney’s U test.
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from Drosophila (38) shows that the fixation
of chromosomal rearrangements could pro-
duce a selective sweep that could have simi-
lar effects on linked variability.
Our observation that the relative rate of
amino acid substitution is substantially higher
in chromosomes that have undergone rear-
rangements during the divergence between
chimpanzees and humans may be explained,
at least in part, as a consequence of the barrier
to gene flow generated by those rearrange-
ments. Such an evolutionary explanation im-
plies, first, that chromosomal changes are a
major factor determining local rates of pro-
tein evolution; second, that the biological
processes that led to the separation of our two
lineages and/or to successive speciations,
were facilitated, or even triggered, by chro-
mosomal changes; third, that these processes
involved periods of hybridization before spe-
ciation was gradually completed; and, finally,
that the key genomic regions involved in
these crucial changes are the ones spanned by
rearrangements. Nevertheless, a twofold dif-
ference in KA/KS ratio between rearranged
and colinear chromosomes is so substantial
that it raises the question of whether it can be
exclusively due to the speciation mechanism
proposed here (7). Even taking into account
that in our particular sample the lower
amount of GC4 in genes mapping in rear-
ranged chromosomes is slightly inflating
their KA/KS values, a twofold difference
seems unlikely under the hypothesis of a
time-constant rate of adaptive substitutions,
because it could only be explained if re-
arrangements had been barriers in parapatry
for at least half the time of divergence of the
two lineages. Crucially, the evolutionary rate
of a protein is not always constant through
time (39, 40) and episodes of rapid change
have been shown to be associated with spe-
ciation and the dispersal of new species (41,
42). As mentioned above, other speciation-
related processes, which have not yet been
explored, may have contributed to the differ-
ence. For example, by preventing gene flow,
rearrangements might facilitate the accumu-
lation of alleles that are under weak divergent
selection. Moreover, favorable alleles that do
not take place in incompatibilities might ac-
cumulate in the low gene flow regions de-
fined by rearrangements because they spread
through the population much faster than neu-
tral variants. Even so, explanations unrelated
to speciation that would inflate the difference
in protein evolution rates cannot be complete-
ly ruled out. It is possible, for example, that
adaptive changes in certain genes or regions
facilitate the accumulation of further adaptive
changes in the same genes or regions (43);
that the accumulation of positively selected
alleles in a new arrangement facilitates its
fixation; that the reduction in population size
associated with the fixation of a new rear-
rangement allows for a relaxation of purify-
ing selection; or that changes in recombina-
tional context associated with rearrangements
might move linked regions to regions with a
different equilibrium base composition and
thus lead to changes in mutation rates. Any-
how, it is clear that several fascinating ques-
tions are raised by our results. Did all the
chromosomal changes currently separating
the two species became fixed because of
some speciation event? In which lineage and
time did a given speciation and the associated
adaptation took place? What is the functional
content of the genomic areas involved in that
adaptation? When more data become avail-
able, it will be possible to address them and to
take a further step into linking the structure
and function of the genome.
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